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	Name:  Ariadne
	Duty Station: Phoenix-10
	Level: 10
	Affiliation: Queen Egeria
	RaceSpecies: Tok'ra
	OriginBackground: Artifical / Refugee
	Name_2:  Ariadne
	Duty Station_2: Phoenix-10
	Class_2: Scientist
	Level_2: 10
	RaceSpecies_2: Tok'ra
	Name_3:  Ariadne
	Duty Station_3: Phoenix-10
	Class_3: Scientist
	Level_3: 10
	RaceSpecies_3: Tok'ra
	Name_4:  Ariadne
	Duty Station_4: Phoenix-10
	Class_4: Scientist
	Level_4: 10
	RaceSpecies_4: Tok'ra
	MP Earned: 4
	MP Spent: 77
	Strength_Mod: 0
	Dexterity_Mod: 0
	Class: [scientist]
	Constitution_Mod: 1
	Intelligence_Mod: 5
	Charisma: 14
	Wisdom_Mod: 2
	Charisma_Mod: 2
	Strength: 10
	Dexterity: 10
	Constitution: 13
	Intelligence: 20
	Wisdom: 14
	ConstitutionSave: 1
	IntelligenceSave: 9
	WisdomSave: 6
	DexteritySave: 0
	CharismaSave: 2
	StrengthSave: 0
	CharismaSave_Prof: Off
	WisdomSave_Prof: 1
	IntelligenceSave_Prof: 1
	ConstitutionSave_Prof: Off
	DexteritySave_Prof: Off
	StrengthSave_Prof: Off
	SavingThrowModifiers: SS: 2/2 | +1 all
	Survival_Prof: [0.5]
	Stealth_Prof: [1.0]
	SleightOfHand_Prof: [0.0]
	Science_Prof: [1.0]
	Pilot_Prof: [0.0]
	Persuasion_Prof: [0.5]
	Performance_Prof: [0.5]
	Perception_Prof: [0.5]
	Nature_Prof: [1.0]
	Medicine_Prof: [1.0]
	Investigation_Prof: [1.0]
	Intimidation_Prof: [1.0]
	Insight_Prof: [0.5]
	Engineering_Prof: [1.0]
	Deception_Prof: [0.5]
	Culture_Prof: [1.0]
	Athletics_Prof: [1.0]
	AnimalHandling_Prof: [0.5]
	Acrobatics_Prof: [0.0]
	Survival_Ability: [wis]
	Stealth_Ability: [dex]
	SleightOfHand_Ability: [dex]
	Science_Ability: [int]
	Pilot_Ability: [dex]
	Persuasion_Ability: [cha]
	Performance_Ability: [cha]
	Perception_Ability: [wis]
	Nature_Ability: [int]
	Medicine_Ability: [wis]
	Investigation_Ability: [int]
	Intimidation_Ability: [int]
	Insight_Ability: [wis]
	Engineering_Ability: [int]
	Deception_Ability: [cha]
	Culture_Ability: [wis]
	Athletics_Ability: [str]
	AnimalHandling_Ability: [wis]
	Acrobatics_Ability: [dex]
	Survival: 4
	Stealth: 4
	SleightOfHand: 0
	Science: 9
	Pilot: 0
	Persuasion: 4
	Performance: 4
	Perception: 4
	Nature: 9
	Medicine: 6
	Investigation: 9
	Intimidation: 9
	Insight: 4
	Engineering: 9
	Deception: 4
	Culture: 6
	Athletics: 4
	AnimalHandling: 4
	Acrobatics: 0
	Inspiration: Off
	Armor Class: 16+1
	Initiative: 2
	Moxie: 5
	PassiveInvestigation: 19
	PassiveInsight: 14
	PassivePerception: 14
	Prof_Bonus: 4
	Actions: 
	0:                            Combat:
Attack, Dash, Disengage, Dodge, Help, Hide, Ready, Search, Take Cover, Use Tech, Use an Object

                   Contests in Combat:
Defend, Distract, Grapple, Disarm, Taunt, Trip/Shove

                          Anytime:
Apt Analogy (1 of 1) (Replenish by short rest)

Goa'uld Hand Device:
!roll 5d6
	1:                        Short Rest:
*Short Rest Auto Heal:
Heal HP equal to the roll of a single HD plus Con modifier or Prof bonus = [ !roll 1d8+4 ]
*Improvised Explosive Device

                        Long Rest:
*Heal: Char Level of HD + Prof bonus
!i hp +{10d8+4)

                  Long or Short Rest:
*A Moment's Thought
Note: Eureka Count: 2  out of 5

	DeathSave_Success: 
	1: Off
	2: Off
	0: Off

	DeathSave_Failure: 
	0: Off
	1: Off
	2: Off

	TempHP: 
	CurrentHP: 73
	MaxHP: 73
	HitDice: D8
	Exhaustion: 
	CurrentDetermination: 6
	MaxDetermination: 6
	AttackName: 
	0: FN P90
	1: Zat'nik'tel
	2: 
	3: Chemist
	4: Combat Knife
	5: Beretta M9
	6: P90 (not moving)
	7: Unarmed Strike
	8: Frag Grenade

	AttackSpecial: 
	0: Piercing
	1: Recharge 1
	2: 
	3: Acid, dmg per eureka spent
	4: Finesse, Piercing
	5: Pistol
	6: Piercing, Reflex Sight
	7: bludgeoning
	8: Blast 3m, Force | 0

	AttackHit: 
	0: 1d20+9
	1: 1d20+9
	2: 
	3: 1d20+9
	4: 1d20+4
	5: 1d20+9
	6: 1d20+9 adv
	7: 1d20+4
	8: 

	AttackDamage: 
	0: 4d6
	1: Exhaustion
	2: 
	3:  1d8+4
	4: 1d4
	5: 1d8
	6: 4d6
	7: 1+str
	8: 6d6

	AttackRange: 
	0: 200m/1800m
	1: 10m/30m
	2: 
	3: 5m
	4: 
	5: 50m / 100m
	6: Short Range
	7: 
	8: 20m

	AttackReload: 
	0: 60/1A
	1: 1
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 15/1A
	6: 60/1A
	7: 
	8: 

	FeaturesTraits: 
	0:                                    ADVANTAGES:
ARTIFICIAL                                               Attribute: Wisdom +1
LIFE OR DEATH REPAIRS:
You gain advantage on engineering checks made when failure would deal damage or endanger your life (such as repairing an airlock before it fails or diffusing a bomb).

XENO-TECH SPECIALIST                                  (Spent 5mp)
You have gained a broad understanding of various technologies alien to your home world. When performing an episode R&D encounter, you may use this out-of-the-box thinking to reduce the time required by one stage 
(minutes requires rounds, hours requires minutes, and so on).

In addition, you gain advantage on any ability check to understand the function and design of a technology with which you are not already familiar.

REFUGEE                                  Bonus Proficiency: Athletics
NEW ENVIROMENTS
You gain advantage on any Athletics Checks to navigate an unknown wilderness environment.

ATLANTEAN ADVANTAGE
Advantage when reading the Atlantean language.

HERO OF PARVA
The Tok'ra recognize your heroism in recovering all three lost symbiotes while braving ambush by an Ashrak. 
Once per mission, you have advantage in a Charisma check with a Tok'ra NPC.

                                      BIOLOGY:
FORMER HOST
Can use technology requiring Naquadah in the bloodstream, & gain advantage on Insight Checks against characters with symbiotes.

GREAT MIND
You are difficult to deceive or confuse. You are immune to the Charmed condition, and you gain advantage on any Insight checks to discern lies.

REGENERATION 
The Tok'ra is healed to full HP during a long rest.
If a Tok'ra is deprived of their symbiote they lose this ability.

RESILIENT MIND
When you suffer Intelligence, Wisdom, or Charisma damage, reduce the amount of damage suffered by 1 point (minimum1).

HEROES OF SEASON 1 (CON) - ability score +1.
	2:                                SOLDIER: TACTICS:
ADVANCED TRAINING: SOLDIER                        (Spent 9mp)

TACTICAL FLEXIBILITY
You've learned to direct your team in a variety of tactics. As an action you may activate a Tactic feat that you don't know (see page 103).
This tactic lasts for a number of rounds equal to your Charisma modifier (2). When the duration has run out, you may choose a tactic you know (if any) to re-activate automatically. 
Once you use this ability, you cannot use it again until you've taken a long rest.

                                     COMBAT:

BALLISTICS EXPERT                                            (Spent 7mp)
You may use your Intelligence modifier in place of your Dex modifier when making attack rolls with ranged weapons. 
You still add your Dexterity modifier to the damage roll.

ATTACK SPECIALIST (LONGARMS)
When making attacks with longarm proficiency you roll twice as many weapon damage dice as normal.
Bonus dice from other sources (such as Power Attack or Vanguard) and static modifiers (such as from Strength and Dexterity), are not doubled. You may purchase this feat multiple times, applying it to a different weapon proficiency each time.

                                     ----------------

APT ANALOGY
You can employ an easy to understand analogy to help others work through complex or esoteric problems. Once per short 
rest you may grant a friendly character a +TD bonus on an Intelligence or Wisdom skill check.

FOOT IN MOUTH                                       (Incitatus story feat)
Once per game the PC can give disadvantage on a roll during a diplomatic function.
	1:                               SCIENTIST:  EUREKA:
EUREKA
Whenever you fail an Intelligence or Wisdom check during a mission, you gain one Eureka point. You may have a maximum number of Eureka points equal to your Intelligence or Wisdom modifier (whichever is higher). All unspent Eureka points are lost at the end of each mission.

Whenever you make an Intelligence or Wisdom check, you may spend one Eureka point to gain advantage.

FOR SCIENCE!
You may spend a Eureka point to gain advantage on Charisma checks in addition to Intelligence & Wisdom checks.

CASUAL GENIUS
You begin each mission with a number of Eureka points equal to half your Proficiency bonus (rounding down).

HYPER-FOCUS
You may spend one Eureka point to add the tension die to an Intelligence or Wisdom check. You may declare this use of Eureka after learning the results of the roll.

CHEMIST
As an action you may use your Research Kit to make a ranged attack against a target within 5m. 
If the attack hits, you may spend any number of Eureka points to deal 1d6 acid damage per Eureka point spent. You are proficient with this attack and it uses your Intelligence modifier in place of your Dexterity.
This damage increases to 1d8 per Eureka at level 5, 1d10 at level 11, and 1d12 at level 17.

A MOMENT'S THOUGHT
Whenever you take a short or long rest you may spend a Eureka point to re-roll an Intelligence or Wisdom skill check to learn information that you failed since your last rest. 

                               ---------------------------

                                        SAVES:

PHOENIX'S BLESSING +1 to all saving throws

P2X-649 TRIP WITH DR. RODNEY MCKAY
+2 to CON saves to avoid exhaustion from hot environments.

SYNERGISTIC SYMBIOTE 
As long as a Tok'ra has a symbiote they may choose to gain advantage on any mental (Intelligence, Willpower, Charisma) save. A Tok'ra may use this ability once per Wisdom modifier (2), replenishing the uses during a long rest. 
If a Tok'ra is deprived of their symbiote they lose this ability.
	4:                              PROFICENCY FEATS

CROSS-DISCIPLINE STUDIES
You add half your Proficiency bonus, rounded down, to any Intelligence, Wisdom, or Charisma skill check that doesn't already include your Proficiency bonus.

WEAPON PROFICIENCY
LONGARMS (Spent 3mp)
Ari became proficient in longarms are spending time practicing at the firing range with Loch as their mentor.
JAFFA (Spen 3mp)
After blending with the Tok'ras Leviathan and Edorek, Ari become proficient in their weapons.

SKILL PROFICIENCY:
ENGINEERING (Spent 3mp)
Ari became proficient in engineering after spending their downtime learning from and working with Dr. Rodney McKay during the Asgard Science vessel repairs at Delta Site.

INTIMIDATION (Spent 6mp)

UNUSUAL APPROACH: INT INTIMIDATION        (Spent 7mp)
Ari brings the INT in intimidate. Ari may use Intelligence when making skill checks with the intimidation instead of charisma.

TOOL PROFICIENCY:
ENGINEERING KIT (Ecology unlock)
A proficient character repairs 2d6 damage.
As the team's techie, Ari is always carrying around a kit & has familiarized themself with the tools, to be ready for whatever needs fixing or for out-of-the-box ideas.

EXPLOSIVES
* May perform with C4:
BREACH:
By placing the clay around a locked door or other entry, the user may shape the charge to deal 1d10 damage to the object for each use expended. Setting a breach charge requires 1 
round and an action per use expended.

IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE DEVICE:
With a little bit of scrap metal and a container, the character 
can create a grenade with one use of explosive and a DC 15 Engineering check. Building an IED requires several minutes 
and can be done during a short rest.

* May perform with Claymore Mine:
TRIPWIRE:
The wire can typically span a 10m line and requires a DC 15 Perception check to spot before triggering


	5: TACTICAL FEATS (I DON'T KNOW):

AMBUSH
You and your team members gain advantage on your first melee attack after any short or long rest.

ASSAULT COORDINATION
When you hit a target with a ranged attack, the next successful ranged attack by one of your team members deals +1d6 damage.
 
COORDINATED RESPONSE 
When rolling for initiative, your team members may choose (before the rolls are made) to use your initiative result instead of their own.

DEFENSIVE POSTURE
Add +2 AC to other team members within 2m of you.

DISTRACTING ATTACKS
When you deal damage to a single target with an attack, you may choose one friendly character not within 2m of you. The target of your attack suffers disadvantage on all attacks against the chosen character until the start of your next turn.

HIT & RUN
As a bonus action on your turn you may allow a team member to take a Disengage action.

RESPONSE SHOT
Once per encounter, you may use your reaction to make a ranged attack against an enemy who makes an attack against a team member other than yourself.

RUSH
As a bonus action on your turn you may allow a team member to take a Dash action.

OVERWATCHERS
During a firefight, when you and your team members take the Overwatch action you cover a 90° field instead of a 45° cone. In addition, you may make two Overwatch attacks (against different targets).

Overwatch (full action):
Choose a 45° cone to monitor. Once before your next turn, after a target within that area moves or takes an action, you may choose to make a ranged attack against them. You have advantage on this attack and may resolve the attack using the lowest cover level the target had during its turn (thus simulating an attack while someone runs across a gap or stands from cover to shoot).

	CharacterImage: 
	Senses: Naquadah sense
	CharacterAppearance: Ari has pale skin, short hair, and a short and slender build. Ari has small scars near the right eye that they recieved during the mutated attack before they left their world.
	Flaws: Ari is a private person. They see it as you might not get hurt if you don't give others the opportunity to diregard whats important to you. Ari isn't quick to forget things they view as slights in people's character. Isn't a fan of social-ness outside of precieved family, (which includes the Tok'ra).
	Ideals: * Knowledge over ignorance.

* Salvage & Reuse: There's a possibility to make something from what came before.
	Personality: *Ari is an 'escalator' & will mock & be sarcastic at any opportunity when it comes to precieved 'enemies'. Ari is the techie of the group & is more interested in technology & science than diplomacy.
*Ari will risk their health to salvage tech or other research worthy samples for possible further use.
	AlliesOrganizations: PHOENIX SITE:
*ASH Archive (Accredited Safe Haven/Ashurbanipal Strategic Historical Archive)
*Gained Em'lyn's respect when calming the barracks.
*Gained the respect of Ambassador Ashlee Kelly.

TOK'RA:
*Brought Karrasha back alive.
*Kept Zelida alive on the Parva mission.
*Saved Marseph, Dowsha, and Jandith from the Ashrak, which earned the Tok'ra's respect as a hero of Parva.
*Ershun's favor from rescue

JAFFA
*Taweret's & Mari's Jaffa turned free

Goa'uld:
*Enki's Alliance

Asgard:
*Gained favor for Reese world info.

SG1:
*Worked with Jonas Quinn on the Seismic Controller

OTHER:
ALAVAN: Freed captives
	Backstory: Ariadne, (also known as Ari), was originally from another universe. One in which human life ended in ruin after an Ancient device was found in a dig by a Phoenix Site Archeology Team and activated. This device was an old prototype weapon made by Janus to use against the Wraith similar to the Attero device found on Atlantis, (which disrupted the subspace frequencies of Hyperdrives), and the nanite device that would target those without an ATA gene. This device instead, disrupted the atomic bonds of a being without the gene via subspace frequencies. However, at some point, replicators had modified the device and instead of just breaking people apart at the atomic level, the device instead both mutated and killed all human life without the ATA gene. Ariadne's father managed to send Ari to our universe to escape the decimation, even though it was against their will as they wanted to stay with him.

Prior to the deviation of Ari's original universe, Ariadne was born & raised on a city on an aquatic planet that was run jointly with civilians & military. Ariadne's family wasn't treated well by the military, so Ari would often only spend time alone or with their parents & didn't care about making friends or hanging out with others. Ariadne's job was updating the database with discoveries that teams would bring back.

Ariadne bonded with the Tok'ra Leviathan when the symbiote's former host was found and killed during a forensic investigation. Ariadne joined the Phoenix Site since they had nothing left and needed to find a purpose to keep going. Ari serves as Phoenix-10's tech expert. After a while, Ari ended up no longer being Leviathan's host and the Aturen Arsen took that role.
	AdditionalNotes: 
	0: PHOENIX SITE CAREER:

*Survived the acid rain planet designated P1X-774.
*Escaped Wepwawet's capture with Karrasha alive.
*Survived the Old One on BP6-314! Repowered prison.
*Helped recover the Ancient bodies of Enrros & Laphih.
*Found Taweret's Facility for improving symbiotes. Ariadne found info about the facility & closed the leaking pipes.
*Convinced council not to destroy the Taweret's facility.
*Found out they have a talent for brewing.
*Mari defeated & Alavan captives freed.
*Helped save the Minos Fleura from becoming a Baellanid.
*Convinced Puck to let SGC continue using the SG network.
*Saved Zelida from Jackals on Parva (P2X-678).
*Helped save all 3 symbiotes that had been hidden in the abandoned Tok'ra base on Parva & survived the Ashrak assassin, which earned the Tok'ra's respect.
*Infiltrated one of Wepwawet's Ha'toks & bugged it.
*Brought back Ershun, Zirstyr, & the Artifact.
*Sassed Wepwawet, earning his attention as the noisy one.
*Aided Key in safely removing Roberta's mind probe.
*Returned with Roberta & Em'lyn of Phoenix-11 alive.
*Denied Wepwawet the address of Phoenix Site.
*Ariadne went to Area 51 to aid in the examination of the Goa'uld ship they brought back.
*Lev & Arsen went with 10 to Reese's world & brought back information on the replicators, which earned them the graditude of the Asgard.
*Ari worked with Jonas Quinn to figure out the Seismic Controller. Ari & team recovered capatible control crystals.
*Helped Dr. Rodney McKay get to the wrecked Asgard Science Vessel, which was submerged.
*Managed to get the forcefield down on the planet Abzu and persuaded Enki to come with them through the gate.
*Levari helped with the evacuation of Haven and defended Phoenix Site from Wepwawet's incursion.
*Helped R&D a solution to a planet-wide ecological problem.
*Ari led the interrogation of Henare after he broke into Ari's locker.
*Ari recovered deleted data & cracked it's security, then confronted Heim with it (who turned out to be an Ashrak).
*Ari & 10 killed the Ashrak and Wep's First Prime J'ta.
*Ari used asgard drones to repair the Asgard ship's  hull breach.
*Ari & 10 convinced the Star Seed to let them use it's life force energy, which resulted in Phoenix Site being saved.
*Assisted in stopping the Scythe's of Sher-Mal plot against the Tok'ra.
*Assisted in the diplomatic mission that ensured an alliance with Goa'uld Queen Caligula & later helped strengthen it.
*Visited the planet Valgrind and participated in the arena.
	1: 

	WeaponAmmo: 
	0: 60/60 (2)
	1: /4 eureka
	2: 10/10 rounds
	3: 0

	WeaponInfo: 
	0: FN P90: automatic, burst, extended capacity (double cap), and reflex sight upgrades.
Burst: The sidearm or longarm may fire in a burst of bullets (usually 3, unless noted). This weapon deals +TD damage.
Reflex Sight: If the user does not move and fires only one shot, the attack gains advantage 
against targets within short range.
	1: Chemist Research Kit:
1d8 acid damage per Eureka.
Proficient with this attack and it uses your Intelligence modifier in place of your Dexterity.
This damage increases 1d10 per Eurek at level 11, and 1d12 at level 17.
	2: Asgard Defensive Drone:
Combat mode: (1d4+1) radiant damage.
Defense mode: +1 to AC, one target.
	3: Zat'nik'tel:
Targets struck by a Zat suffer 3 levels of Exhaustion instead of HP damage. Whenever a creature reaches 3 lvls of exhaustion (& every time it takes exhaustion damage after that), it must save versus falling unconscious. A corpse struck by a Zat is disintegrated. Electronic systems targeted by a Zat suffer 1d12 Electric damage.

	Armor: Tactical Vest (16+DEX, Kevlar) Bulk = 8+STR
	HelmetShield: Tactical Helmet (No Bulk)
(Light, +1AC, Night Vision)
	BaseKit: Tactical Vest & 2 Uniforms 
1 Tok'ra leather uniform [13AC, Light, Bulk 6+STR]
Extended Climate Protection Clothing

MREs (mission duration) & Water Purifier & Flashlight 
Multi-tool & Personal Medical Kit 
Personal Tactical Radio & Combat Tent

Longarm (FN P90) w/2 magazines
Sidearm (Zat)
Combat Knife (Shortblade, Tech Level 2) 

Research Kit (Chemistry)
	FeaturesTraits3: FACILITY BONUS: 

                                      OTHER

GRATITUDE OF THE ASGARD
In the future you may call upon an Asgard for a favor.


	AdditionalEquipment: 
	0: Engineering Kit (1 Bulk)
This small hardened case contains a series of repair & maintenance tools carefully stored for ease of access. It contains a long list of tools and parts, including (but not limited to); an electric drill/ driver with dozens of attachments and screws, portable welding torch, steel sheets, and powerful 
adhesives. A character can use this kit to repair 1d6 damage to a mechanical device (such as a drone). A proficient character repairs 2d6 damage.

Healing Device
Like many Goa'uld devices, the healing device is designed to be worn over the hand. When the user is possessed of a strong emotional state they may take an action to heal a
touched target of 5d6 HP damage & 1d6 attribute
damage (to all attributes).
In addition, if the target is currently suffering from any disease they may immediately make a save against the disease DC to end the effect. - Requires Naquadah in the user's veins.

Rapier & Cavalry Saber
Common STR Weapon. 1d8 (2 bulk each)
Aquired after battling in the Goa'uld Queen Caligula's coliseum against her ligers.

Ariadne:
Base kit (research kit Chemistry)
Base Kit (P90 & Zat'nik'te)

Bulk: 4 out of 8
Engineering kit (1)
Specialized Tau'ri computer (2)
Drone (1)
Healing device (0)
Resin root taffy (0)
	1: ASGARD DEFENSIVE DRONE (2 bulk tablet)
Armor Class: 12 | Hit Points: 16 | Speed: 0m, Fly 9m 
Range: 90m
STR  |   DEX    | CON  |   INT  | WIS  |  CHA 
6 (-2) | 16 (+3) | 11 (0) | 6 (-2) | 4 (-3) |  2 (-4)
Proficiency Modifier: +2
Skills: Acrobatics +3, Perception +5, Stealth +3
Saves: Dexterity +5, Constitution +1
Modes:
Combat: +5 to hit, Range 30m/60m, one target. Hit: 3 
(1d4+1) radiant damage.
Defense: +1 to AC, one target. 
Wireless connection to a specialized Tau'ri computer or tablet.

To issue the drone movement commands or change modes between laser and shield, the PC must use an action to type in the command. The drone will continue to follow those instructions until another command is entered. 

The drone has been retrofitted with Aturen power cells, allowing it to hover alongside the PC indefinitely.

When you activate Combat Mode (enabling the laser), the drone remains in that state for 1 minute (10 rounds), then shuts down. It recharges enough to begin hovering again after a short rest.

For each long rest, the drone's special modes may be activated a number of times equal to your proficiency bonus.

An Asgard Defensive Drone cannot carry any other weight besides its own. The drone cannot use its shield in Defense Mode on itself. When carried, the drone has a bulk of 1.
	2: 

	ExtraReloads: 1/1 RECHARGE
	PushDragLift: 200
	EncumberedWeight: 100
	BulkCarried: 4/8
	ProficienciesLanguages: Skills: Cross-Discipline Studies |
Scientist (Culture, Investigation, Nature, Science) | Tok'ra (Stealth, Medicine) | Refugee (Athletics) | MP buy (Engineering, Intimidation)
Armor: Light
Tools: Explosives, Research Kit, Translator, Engineering Kit
Weapons: Longarms, Jaffa, Sidearms & Common (Blade, Greatblade, Shortblade, Bludgeon, Heathammer, Polearm, Thrown, Whips)
	Speed: 6m
	Defenses: Immune to charmed
Int, wis, chr dmg reduce 1


